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Abstract. The purpose of this empirical study was to develop a higher-order computerized adaptive test (HCAT) system based on higher-order Item Response Theory (HOIRT) for a Chinese proficiency test (CPT). This study contains four steps, namely item
categorization, ability estimation, item selection and system development. The development of the HCAT system succeeds in making four major contributions; the first is the
original CPTs system developed for computerized adaptive test, while the second is the
application of one factor within-item HO-IRT structure which enables the item selection
procedure adopted next item simultaneously based on the individual test-taker’s three domain abilities (linguistic, sociolinguistic and pragmatic), thirdly is the application of the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator enables test-takers averagely responded 10 out
of 43 items to complete the test, and last, but not least, the HCAT system is able to
directly reduce the administration costs associated with the test compared with either the
current traditional paper-and-pencil or computer-based CPTs. These results make CPT
a multi-functional and practical test, as the domain abilities can be used in a formative
assessment for diagnostic purposes, and the overall ability can be provided on the overall
level of performance for a summative assessment.
Keywords: Item response theory (IRT), Higher-order IRT (HO-IRT), Computerized
adaptive test (CAT), Higher-order computerized adaptive test (HCAT), Chinese proficiency test (CPT)

1. Introduction. Language skills have traditionally been distinguished in terms of channel (audio, visual) and mode (productive, receptive), and recognized in the form of four
skills, namely, listening, reading, speaking, and writing [1,2]. Currently the Chinese
Proficiency Tests (CPTs) measure communicative language ability (CLA) and calibrate
test-takers’ ability via the language skill approach. For example, the CPTs performed
in the USA (The Advanced Placement Chinese Language and Culture Exam), China
(Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi), and Taiwan (Test of Chinese as a Foreign Language), all focus
on measuring of test-takers’ abilities in these four skills.
Bachman and Palmer [3] argue that the notion of a language skill approach is unsuitable
for using in language testing because it does not reveal the differences between language
use activities that are considered to be within the same “skill”. In addition, the most
important revelation derived from a further analysis of related research studies is that
CLA consists of a general higher-order factor [4-7].
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A number of researchers have endorsed the fact that CLA is multi-componential [8-10].
Sawaki, Sticker and Oranje [4] point out that the multidimensional CLA comes in different forms that vary in terms of the exact factor structure identified in the method of
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). However, according to Stone and Yeh [11], the application of CFA on dichotomous data can be problematic. Firstly, the item distribution
differences in the test administration and low reliable responding data from test-takers
lead to spurious results (e.g., Ackerman, Gierl and Walker, 2003; Green, 1983; Swygert,
McLeod and Thissen, 2001) [12-14], in which the factor loading will be underestimated
and the number of dimensions overestimated (e.g., Bock, Gibbons and Muraki, 1988) [15].
Finally, the estimated error will be enlarged because the guessing parameter has increased
the probability of responding to multiple choice items [16]. Although researchers are not
able to perspicuously elaborate on the supposed components of CLA or what should be
interactively involved in the relationship among those components [17-22], nevertheless,
a consistent consensus is reached that CLA is multidimensional [4,23], and that the components of CLA should be measured by means of both separated and integrated tasks
[1]. For example, the TOEFL iBT has measured language skill components through both
separated and integrated task items [24]. In comparison, the framework of the current
CPTs does not include a higher-order ability. Furthermore, none of them calibrate testtakers’ linguistic, sociolinguistic, and/or pragmatic ability through both separated and
integrated task items.
Lord [25] initially studied flexilevel testing, which led to a boom in the development
of the computerized adaptive test (CAT) system [26]. The CAT system is also called a
tailored test, since the items selected for test-takers to respond to are based on their individual provisional ability. This enables an accurate estimate to be made of the test-taker’s
ability by adopting fewer items than either the traditional paper-and-pencil or computerbased test [27,28]. However, the advantages of CAT technology had been recognized and
utilized for years, but none of CPTs adopt a CAT system. Therefore, the goal of this
study is to develop a higher-order CAT system through both separated and integrated
task items, which enables the simultaneous measurement of the test-takers’ reading ability and their linguistic, sociolinguistic, and pragmatic abilities in Chinese communicative
language proficiency test.

2. Higher-Order Computerized Adaptive Test System. The test framework of
Item Response Theory (IRT) is a mathematical structure based on individual test-takers’
responses to items and it is adopted according to the characteristics of each item (e.g.,
applied difficulty, discrimination and guessing parameters) and the test-taker’s ability or
latent traits. There are two structures to differentiate test-takers’ ability; one of which
is the unidimensional IRT (UIRT), while the other is the multidimensional IRT (MIRT).
One of the major assumptions of the UIRT is that the ability estimated is one-dimensional,
which means that all the items administered in the test are accounted for by unidimensional ability. When the multiple abilities of the test-taker are correlated and to be
measured, the results of the parameter estimation will not be accurate when applying a
UIRT because it is incapable of simultaneously estimating items accounted for by abilities of two or more dimensions. Consequently, as indicated by Ackerman, Gierl and
Walker, the ability will be overestimated when using a higher discrimination parameter,
or the ability will be underestimated (or even neglected) when using a lower discrimination parameter [12]. The MIRT structure was developed to handle and manipulate these
shortcomings [29-33], and its main function is to estimate the abilities of test-takers on a
multidimensional basis.
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The CAT system can be distinguished by a unidimensional CAT (UCAT) system and
multidimensional CAT (MCAT) system based on the abilities of the test-taker being
measured. The difference between these systems is that the latter is able to simultaneously
measure test-takers’ multiple abilities, while the former needs to measure multiple abilities
separately. When the test-takers’ multiple abilities are correlated and each administrated
item is accounted for by one dimensional ability, this is the result of the MCAT system,
while its test framework was based on a between-item structure, are more accurate than
those of the UCAT system. This is because it is not only able to estimate all abilities
simultaneously, but at the same time, the correlations of multidimensional abilities are
utilized and input to its estimation procedure [34-36].
Segall [35] discovered that the MCAT system administered about one-third fewer items
than the UCAT system. However, Segall and Moreno [37] adopted empirical data and
unidimensional item parameters, which were estimated from a computer-based test, to
conduct a simulated study of the MCAT system. This simulation result is considered
problematic because if the administered item is accounted for by two or more domain
abilities and the test-taker lacks one or some of those domain abilities, the guessing
parameter will be considered to have been the reason the test-taker responded correctly to
this item. The accuracy of the calibrated abilities is then become uncertain. Furthermore,
the MCAT system is incapable of estimating test-takers’ overall ability. Therefore, there
is a tendency to apply a higher-order CAT system to assess test-takers with an overall
ability [32,33,38,39].
The higher-order CAT system, which adopts a linear mathematical structure, one-factor
higher-order IRT (HO-IRT) structure, is not only able to simultaneously estimate testtakers multidimensional domain abilities, but is also capable of assessing their higher-order
ability by utilizing correlations [40-42]. The one-factor HO-IRT structure comprises two
distinctive test frameworks of between-item and within-item [43]. The former assumes
that each item is accounted for by unidimensional ability. For example, Huang et al. [44]
had successfully assessed test-takers’ domain abilities and overall ability by conducted a
simulated study of higher-order CAT system based on a one factor between-item HO-IRT
structure. The one factor within-item HO-IRT structure assumes that some items are
simultaneously accounted for by two or more abilities. It is normal to find out that in
some situations, the test-takers with a low level reading ability can perform similar to
those with an intermediate level of reading ability. For example, the more knowledge
of the Chinese culture and history test-takers acquired, the better their comprehension
of the meaning behind vocabulary and the higher score they can achieve in the CPT.
Since the test framework of this study needs to comprise linguistic, sociolinguistic and
pragmatic ability and the items implemented in this study had to include both separated
and integrated task items. Therefore, the framework of one factor within-item HO-IRT
structure was adopted in this empirical study for the development of the CAT system
(HCAT system).
3. Procedures. The procedures of this study contain four steps; the first of which is to
conduct the item categorization. The second step is the mathematical formula derivation
undertook for the domain and overall abilities estimation, while the third step is the
mathematical formula derivation undertook for item selection procedure. The fourth step
is to develop the HCAT system.
3.1. Item categorization. The items of this study were implemented by adopting PIS
A’s (The Programme for International Student Assessment) standard procedures, which
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Figure 1. Implementation procedures
are included in four steps shown in Figure 1 [45], namely, initial preparation, item panelling, cognitive interviewing, and pilot testing. These items were implemented by professors of the Department of Applied Chinese Language and Culture at the National Taiwan
Normal University. All the items were thoroughly reviewed based on the item writing
expertise and judges’ consensus to ensure that they were appropriate before they were
integrated into the test items.
The Common European Framework of Reference for languages (CEFR) was developed
based on what learners need to know and what they should be able to achieve in the
target language [46]. It is components of CLA are derived from the opinions of experts
with first-hand experience of teaching the local curriculum and assessing students’ performance [23]. CEFR provides some useful descriptive scales with a broad compendium
of information about the consensus views of language learning, teaching, and assessment.
The proficiency descriptors in the CEFR specify the level of CLA comprised linguistic,
sociolinguistic, and pragmatic ability within a language skill. Linguistic ability consists of
lexical, grammatical, semantic, phonological, and syntactical ability, while sociolinguistic
ability relates to the knowledge and skills required to deal with the social dimension of language use. Pragmatic ability involves the functional use of linguistic resources, including
discourse and functional ability.
The items were categorized to correspond to linguistic, sociolinguistic, or/and pragmatic
ability based on the descriptor scales of CEFR. These items can be categorized into three
different types according to the numbers of domain abilities for which they are accounting,
as shown below.
A. Category I: Items that are accounted for by single domain ability. There are seven
items, each of which is accounted for by either linguistic, sociolinguistic or pragmatic
ability. All the items in category I are separated task items.
B. Category II: Items that are accounted for by two domain abilities. There are five
items, each of which is accounted for by a combination of two domain abilities (linguistic
and sociolinguistic, linguistic and pragmatic, or sociolinguistic and pragmatic). All the
items in category II are integrated task items.
C. Category III: Items that are accounted for by three domain abilities. There are seven
items, each of which is accounted for by a combination of linguistic, sociolinguistic and
pragmatic ability. All the items in category III are integrated task items.
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Item 26 below is an example of how the items are categorized as a separated task item.
Item 26

²µÏUåXÛº
Xiao-Ming: What is the CLA of Xiao-Quang?
«µU ~¯§E´p¸¸ y£kǎnkǎnértán¤"

Xiao-Zhang: It is pleasant to have a conversation with him; he is always kǎnkǎnértán
[eloquent]; the conversation is not limited to any one topic.
y
p
What is the meaning behind the words, kǎnkǎnértán [eloquent]?
(A)
húyán-luànyǔ [nonsense]
(B)
duı̀dárúliú [fluent]
(C)
chénqiānglàndiào [clichéd]
(D)
lǎoshēngchángtán [commonplace]
In Item 26, it is easy to directly understand the meaning of kǎnkǎnértán from the word
itself, which means that, when conversing with Xiao-Quang, he is always “eloquent” and
there is no limit to the topics in the conversation. Test-takers are immediately able to
provide the correct answer, B duı̀dárúliú, which also has the same meaning as kǎnkǎnértán
in Chinese. Therefore, according to the CEFR, Item 26 is categorised as being accounted
for by an unidimensional ability, linguistics ability (Category I; corresponding to 5.2.1.1
of CEFR P.110) [46]. This item is implemented as a separated task item in this study.
Item 25 is an example of integrated task item categorization in Category III.
Item 25
p
y fànfànzhı̄jiāo

¸¸  L«µ
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XiǎoWáng: Are you and XiǎoLı̌ close friends or fànfànzhı̄jiāo [cautious acquaintances]?
What is the meaning behind the words, fànfànzhı̄jiāo [cautious acquaintances]?
(A)
jiāoqı́ngshēnhòu [XiǎoWáng has been thick with XiǎoLı̌ for years.]
(B)
jiāoqı́ngyı̀bān [XiǎoWáng and XiǎoLı̌ are casual friends.]
jiǔròupéngyǒu [XiǎoWáng and XiǎoLı̌ are fair-weather friends.]
(C)
(D)
háowújiāojı́ [There is no interaction between XiǎoWáng and XiǎoLı̌.]
The meanings behind Item 25 are that XiǎoLı̌ is a friend that XiǎoWáng knew considered as a common friend. According to the rhetoric forms used in Chinese conversation,
option C (jiǔròupéngyǒu) conveys negative image. The stem of this item did not mention
that XiǎoLı̌ had bad influence on XiǎoWáng. Therefore, the correct answer of Item 25 is
option B.
Item 25 is implemented not only to measure test-takers’ linguistics ability in terms of
their understanding of the Chinese proverb, fànfànzhı̄jiāo [cautious acquaintances], but is
also designed to evaluate test-takers’ understanding of the meanings from the context and
behind it. In addition, this item can be used to evaluate the mastery of the coherence of
the context. Therefore, according to the CEFR, Item 25 is categorized as simultaneously
being accounted for by linguistic, sociolinguistic and pragmatic competences (Category
III; corresponding to 5.2.1.1 on p.110, and to 5.2.2.3 on p.120, and 5.2.3.2 on p.125 of the
CEFR, respectively) [46].
Linguistic, sociolinguistic, and pragmatic ability each had 24 items, and there was a
total of 43 items. Figure 2 shows the item structure of this study, which, for example,
indicates that seven items are accounted for by the combined category of linguistic, sociolinguistic, and pragmatic ability (Category III). Those seven integrated task items are
represented by Items 8, 9, 11, 15, 22, 23, and 25. The framework of the this study was
developed and constructed so that it consisted of one overall and three domain abilities
in a hierarchical ability structure, as shown in Figure 3.

þ
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Figure 2. Item structure

Figure 3. Hierarchical ability structure
3.2. Ability estimation procedure.
3.2.1. Test structure of HCAT system. The multidimensional three parameter logistic
model (M3PLM) assumes that the test-taker’s abilities and item discrimination are under a k dimensional vector, as for every response on the j item. The probability of ith
test-taker with ability Θi correctly responding to item j will be concurrently influenced
by k domain abilities (k dimensional vector), k discrimination parameters (k dimensional
vector), a scalar of j th item difficulty parameter, and a scalar of j th item guessing parameter. Therefore, to enable the scalar of item difficulty parameter and the k dimensional
ability vector to be subtracted, the scalar of item difficulty parameter bj is multiplied by
a k × 1 unit matrix I indicated in Equation (1).
Pj (Θi ) = cj + (1 − cj )

exp[a′j (Θi − bj I)]
1 + exp[a′j (Θi − bj I)]

i = 1, 2, . . . , N; j = 1, 2, . . . , n

(1)
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where a′j = (aj1 , aj2 , . . . , ajk ) represents j th item’s k dimensional discrimination parameter
vector; bj is the scalar of difficulty parameter; cj is the scalar of guessing parameter; and
(1) (2)
(k)
Θi = (θi , θi , . . . , θi )′ represents ith test-taker’s k dimensional ability vector.
If the one factor within-item HO-IRT structure excludes the overall ability, it is considered to be a special case of the within-item MIRT structure. In other words, the test
framework of the one-factor within-item HO-IRT structure assumes that some items are
simultaneously accounted for by two or more domain abilities, whereas the correlation
among the domain abilities is accounted for by positing a higher-order ability θi , which
can be viewed as being the test-taker’s overall ability, θi ∼ N(0, 1). The i test-taker’s
k th domain ability, θ(k) , is expressed as a linear function of the overall ability as shown in
Equation (2).
(k)

θi

= λ(k) θi + εik

(2)

where λ(k) is the latent coefficient when regressing the k domain ability on the overall
ability; εik is the error term, assuming a normal distribution with a mean of zero and
variance of 1 − λ(k)2 . The marginal distribution of each ability domain is also followed by
(k)
the standard normal distribution (i.e., θi ∼ N(0, 1)).

Figure 4. Diagram of the one-factor within-item HO-IRT structure
A diagram of the one-factor within-item HO-IRT structure is presented in Figure 4.
(1)
For example, xij is the j item responded to by the i test-taker and is also simultaneously
(1)
(2)
(1)
accounted for by θi and θi . Thus, xij represents an integrated task item, which was
implemented to measure two distinctive domain abilities at the same time. Therefore, the
HO-IRT three parameter logistic model (H3PLM) of a one-factor within-item HO-IRT
structure was able to simultaneously calibrate each individual domain ability together
with the overall ability within the same framework and the test-taker’s scores can be
compared because all the domain and overall abilities are on the same scale [38,40,42].
The mathematical formula derivation undertook for abilities estimation was indicated as
bellowed [44,47].
3.2.2. Maximum likelihood estimation estimator. Throughout the one-factor within-item
HO-IRT structure in the HCAT system, a set of observed binary responses, X = (X1 , X2 ,
. . . , XN ), from a single test-taker is assumed to possess local independence. Therefore,
the likelihood function can be obtained by multiplying the probability functions for the
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test-taker according to this observed response set. The likelihood function is shown as
Equation (3):
X

1−Xj

j
L(X|θ) = L(X1 , X2 , . . . , XN |θ) = ΠN
j=1 Pj (θ)Qj

(θ)

(3)

where θ = (θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θK )′ indicates a K dimensional domain ability vector; Pj (θ) is the
probability function defined in Equation (1). Qj (θ) = 1 − Pj (θ).
Firstly, to obtain the log-likelihood function, ln L(X|θ), the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) estimator is the solution to estimate the K domain abilities, which can
maximize the first derivatives of ln L(X|θ) given by Equation (4):
 ∂

ln L(X1 , X2 , . . . , XN |θ)
∂θ1
 ∂ ln L(X1 , X2 , . . . , XN |θ) 
∂
 ∂θ

ln L(X|θ) =  2
(4)

..
∂θ


.
∂
ln L(X1 , X2 , . . . , XN |θ)
∂θK
where

X
∂
ln L(X|θ) =
vj aj
(5)
j∈S
∂θ
[Pj (θ) − cj ][Xj − Pj (θ)]
(6)
vj =
(1 − cj )Pj (θ)
S is a vector space that contains the items already administered.
Secondly, since Equation (4) has no closed form solution, the iterative Newton-Raphson
procedure can calibrate an approximation that maximizes Equation (4). The approximation function can be written as Equation (7):
θ (m) = θ (m−1) − δ (m)
where θ (m) is the m approximation to the value of θ


∂ ln L(X|θ (m) )
(m)
(m) −1
δ
= [H(θ )] ×
∂θ

(7)

(8)

H(θ (m) ) represents the m element of H(θ) which is a K × K symmetrix matrix of the
second derivatives of ln L(X|θ) as indicated in Equation (9):
 2

∂
∂2
ln
L(X|θ)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
ln
L(X|θ)
2
∂θ1 ∂θK
∂θ
 1 ∂2

∂2


ln
L(X|θ)
.
.
.
.
.
.
ln
L(X|θ)
2
∂θ
∂θ
∂θ
2
K


2
∂2


..
H(θ) =
ln
L(X|θ)
=
(9)


.


∂θ∂θ′
..


.


∂2
ln
L(X|θ)
∂θ 2
K

H(θ) =

X

j∈S

aj a′j wj ; wj =

[Pj (θ) − cj ][cj Xj − Pj2(θ)]Qj (θ)
(1 − cj )2 Pj2 (θ)

The diagonal element of (t, t) in H(θ) is shown in Equation (11):
X
a2jt [Pj (θ) − cj ][cj Xj − Pj2 (θ)]Qj (θ)
∂2
ln L(X|θ) =
j∈S
∂θt2
(1 − cj )2 Pj2 (θ)
The off-diagonal element of (t, u) in H(θ) is shown in Equation (12):
X
ajt aju [Pj (θ) − cj ][cj Xj − Pj2 (θ)]Qj (θ)
∂2
ln L(X|θ) =
j∈S
∂θt ∂θu
(1 − cj )2 Pj2(θ)

(10)

(11)

(12)
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The HCAT system will then select the next m + 1 item based on θ (m) for the test-taker
to respond. If Equations (7) and (8) are unable to converge, Equation (9) can be replaced
by using Fisher’s method of scoring, as shown in Equation (13):
 X
 2
∂
I(θ, θ̂) = −E[H(θ)] = −E
ln L(X|θ) =
Ψj
(13)
j∈S
∂θ∂θ′
h
i2
Q (θ)
P (θ)−c
where Ψj = aj a′j wj∗ ; wj∗ = Pjj(θ) × j1−cj j .
The diagonal element of (t, t) in I(θ, θ̂) is Itt (θ, θ̂) shown in Equation (14):
X
a2jt [Pj (θ) − cj ][cj Pj (θ) − Pj2 (θ)]Qj (θ)
Itt (θ, θ̂) = −
j∈S
(1 − cj )2 Pj2 (θ)

The off-diagonal element of (t, u) in I(θ, θ̂) is Itu (θ, θ̂) shown in Equation (15):
X
ajt aju [Pj (θ) − cj ][cj Pj (θ) − Pj2 (θ)]Qj (θ)
Itu (θ, θ̂) = −
j∈S
(1 − cj )2 Pj2 (θ)

(14)

(15)

3.2.3. Maximum a posteriori estimator. Lord [48] and Mislevy [49] adopted test-takers’
posterior distribution and introduced a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator to measure their abilities. The MAP estimator is the maximizer of the posterior density function
of θ. The posterior density function of θ is formed by being weighted from test-takers’
prior distribution function. It is defined as f (θ|X) and shown in Equation (16).
f (θ|X) = L(X|θ)

f (θ)
, L(X|θ) was defined in Equation (3)
f (X)

(16)

The prior density function, f (θ), can be written as Equation (17) and f (X) is the
marginal probability of X:


1
−D/2
−1/2
′ −1
f (θ) = (2π)
|Φ|
exp − (θ − µ) Φ (θ − µ)
(17)
2
Since the prior information consists of more than two abilities, the prior distribution
was assumed as a multivariate normal distribution (θ ∼ MV N(µ, Φ)) with a mean vector
µ and variance-and-covariance matrix Φ. The same procedures were adopted as in the
MLE estimator. Firstly, the log-likelihood function, ln f (θ|X), was obtained as shown in
Equation (18):
ln f (θ|X) = ln L(X|θ) + ln f (θ) + k
(18)
1
= ln L(X|θ) − (θ − µ)′ Φ−1 (θ − µ) + c, c and k are constant
2
The first derivatives of ln f (θ|X) can be written as Equation (19):
∂
∂
1 ∂
ln f (θ|X) =
ln L(X|θ) −
[(θ − µ)′ Φ−1 (θ − µ)]
(19)
∂θ
∂θ
2 ∂θ
where
X
∂
ln f (θ|X) =
vj aj − Φ−1 (θ − µ)
(20)
j∈S
∂θ


X
∂
ajt [Pj (θ) − cj ][Xj − Pj (θ)]
∂
′
ln f (θ|X) =
−
(θ − µ) Φ−1 (θ − µ),
j∈S
∂θt
(1 − cj )Pj (θ)
∂θt
(21)
t = 1, 2, . . . , K
Secondly, the iterative New-Raphson procedure in MAP estimator can be implemented
in Equation (22).
θ (j) = θ (j−1) − δ (j)
(22)
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where
δ

(j)

(j)

= [M(θ )]


∂2
∂θ12




∂2

M(θ) =
ln
L(θ|X)
=

′

∂θ∂θ


M(θ) =

X

−1

j∈S

∂ ln f (θ (j) |X)
×
∂θ




(23)
2

ln f (θ|X) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ∂θ1∂∂θK ln f (θ|X)
∂2
∂θ22

2

ln f (θ|X) . . . . . . ∂θ2∂∂θK ln f (θ|X)
..
.
..
.
∂2
2
∂θK

ln f (θ|X)

aj a′j wj − Φ−1 , wj is same as Equation (10)











(24)

(25)

The diagonal element of (t, t) in M(θ) is shown in Equation (26):
X
a2jt [Pj (θ) − cj ][cj Xj − Pj2 (θ)]Qj (θ)
∂2
ln
f
(θ|X)
=
− Φtt
2
2
2
j∈S
∂θt
(1 − cj ) Pj (θ)

(26)

The off-diagonal element of (t, u) in M(θ) is shown in Equation (27):
X
ajt aju [Pj (θ) − cj ][cj Xj − Pj2 (θ)]Qj (θ)
∂2
ln f (θ|X) =
− Φtu
j∈S
∂θt ∂θu
(1 − cj )2 Pj2 (θ)

(27)

Φtt and Φtu represent the t diagonal and the (t, u) elements of Φ, respectively.
3.2.4. Overall ability estimated. Since each of domain ability in the one factor withinitem HO-IRT structure is expressed as a linear function of the overall ability, the overall
ability can be estimated through a linear transformation from these domain abilities. The
correlation between the domain abilities is shown as Equation (28).


1 λ(1) λ(2) . . . λ(1) λ(k)

1
. . . λ(1) λ(k) 

R=
(28)
..
..


.
.
1
where R is a symmetric matrix and can be adopted as the test-taker’s prior information.
The single scalar of overall ability is estimated by Equation (29).
θH = λ′ R−1 θL

(29)

θH and θL represent the scalar of overall ability and the vector of domain ability, respectively. λ′ = [λ(1) , λ(2) , . . . , λ(k) ].
3.3. Item selection procedure.
3.3.1. Item selection procedure of the MLE estimator. The mathematical formula derivation undertook for item selection procedure was indicated as bellowed [44,47]. According
to Equations (14) and (15), each element of I(θ, θ̂) is formed from item level summands.
Therefore, I(θ, θ̂) based on an item information can be denoted by I(θ, Xj ) where the
diagonal element of (t, t) in I(θ, Xj ) is shown in Equation (30):
i2
h
Itt (θ, Xj ) =

∂Pj (θ)
∂θt

Pj (θ) · Qj (θ)

(30)
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The off-diagonal element of (t, u) in I(θ, Xj ) is shown in Equation (31):
Itu (θ, Xj ) =

∂Pj (θ)
∂θt

×

∂Pj (θ)
∂θu

Pj (θ) · Qj (θ)

(31)

The provisional ability, θ̂S , and item information, I(θ, θ̂S ), are calibrated and obtained
after the test-taker responds to the first m − 1 item. The main idea of the item selection
procedure of the MLE estimator is to find the item that maximizes Equation (32).
|I(θ, θ̂S ) + I(θ, XS′ )|

(32)

where S and S ′ are the vector space the items administered and those that remained,
respectively.
3.3.2. Item selection procedure of the MAP estimator. The difference between the MAP
and the MLE estimator is that the former incorporates a posterior probability density
function on the item selection information whereas the latter uses a log-likelihood function.
If Φ−1 is excluded from Equation (25), the two equations, (25) and (10), are identical.
Therefore, the item information of the MAP estimator can be carried out by adding Φ−1
to Equation (32). The item selection procedure of the MAP estimator in the MCAT
system is indicated as Equation (33).
|I(θ, θ̂S ) + I(θ, XS′ ) + Φ−1 |

(33)

3.4. HCAT system development. The HCAT system was developed as an internetbased computerized testing system with a three-tier client/server architecture, which enabled the system to be operated from both the client-side and the server-side. The clientside was designed as the user interface, and the test-takers could log into the system
remotely through a web browser via HTML. Please refer to Figure 5.
The server-side was operated via CentOS 5 (Linux version). MySQL and Apache were
applied as the data storage and Web server software respectively. The architecture of the
HCAT system is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Login interface in client-side
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Figure 6. The HCAT system architecture

Figure 7. Item bank management interface
3.4.1. Item bank. The server-side of the HCAT system has four different management
functions, which are divided into item bank, test assignment, response, and proficiency
report. The system administrator is permitted to log on to the system to edit items
through an item bank management interface, as shown in Figure 7.
3.4.2. Test assignment. The system administrator can assign any particular test to the
test-taker through the test assignment management interface, as shown in Figure 8. In
the test process type selection for “IRT adaptive testing”, the HCAT system will select
the next item for test-takers to respond to according to the items to which they have
already responded. The H3PLM is applied in this study, and three item parameters
can be calibrated. In Figure 9, the item parameter editing function allows the system
administrator to input the scale of item parameters.
3.4.3. Response. Figure 10 shows the response management interface, with the current
item test number in the top left-hand corner and the time remaining for the test in the top
right-hand corner. The stem of the item is on the bottom left-hand side and the options
for this item are shown on the bottom right-hand side. Different formats of item stem or
options are enabled in the HCAT system for different screen display formats. Other than
the text format, the item stem or the options can be displayed with pictures or a video.
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Figure 8. Test assignment management interface (1)

Figure 9. Test assignment management interface (2)
Test-takers can click on the correct option on the screen to complete their response to this
item. The screen will retain the same item until the test-taker clicks the “next” button
to continue to the next item.
3.4.4. Proficiency report. Having completed the test, test-takers are able to check their
results through the proficiency report interface, which provides a report download function. The report includes the test date and the time taken to respond to each item, as
shown in Figure 11.
4. Data Analysis. The empirical data was derived from a computer-based test in April
2011, which was undertaken at the National Taiwan Normal University. A total number of
1,272 test-takers took the test, and the results of 1,235 of them were used for the analysis.
Each test-taker was examined in 43 individual items, and any pattern of missing data was
excluded.
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Figure 10. Response management interface

Figure 11. Proficiency report interface
Table 1. Correlation analysis of three domain abilities
Linguistic Sociolinguistic Pragmatic
Linguistic
1
0.7017
0.6817
Sociolinguistic
0.7017
1
0.8407
Pragmatic
0.6817
0.8407
1
4.1. Three domain and overall abilities estimation. The item parameters and the
test-takers’ three domain and overall abilities were calibrated in WinBUGS with the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method.
According to Table 1, the correlation coefficient was 0.7017, 0.6817 and 0.8407 for linguistic and sociolinguistic ability, linguistic and pragmatic ability, and sociolinguistic and
pragmatic ability, respectively. According to Table 2, the average of linguistic, sociolinguistic, and pragmatic ability was 0.0168, 0.0186 and 0.0176, respectively. The standard
errors of these three domain abilities were 0.0220, 0.0230 and 0.0231, respectively. In addition, the latent coefficients when regressing the linguistic, sociolinguistic and pragmatic
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Table 2. Three domain and overall abilities estimation
Linguistic
Sociolinguistic
Pragmatic
Overall

Mean
0.0168
0.0186
0.0176
0.0188

S.E
0.0220
0.0230
0.0231
0.0232

coefficient
0.7631
0.9348
0.9059

ability on the overall ability were 0.7631, 0.9348, and 0.9059, respectively. The average of
the test-takers’ overall ability and standard error was 0.0188 and 0.0232, respectively.
4.2. Simulation study on HCAT system. All the item parameters, as well as the testtakers’ overall and domain abilities, were calibrated on the basis of the item responses.
These abilities will be used as the true value in this simulation study. The HCAT system
will repeatedly calibrate test-takers’ provisional ability according to their response to
the item that is simulated and assigned by the item selection procedure in the HCAT
system. The root mean square of error (RMSE) was adopted as the evaluation criterion to
compare the accuracy and efficiency of the ability estimation and item selection procedure
of the MLE and the MAP estimator.
4.2.1. Criterion of domain ability evaluation. The RMSE of the domain ability evaluation criterion is described below in Equation (34):
v
u
N 
2
u1 X
(K)
(K)
RMSE(L) = t
θ̂i − θi
(34)
N i=1
(K)

(K)

where θi represents the i test-taker’s k th domain ability, and θ̂i represents the estimation of this particular test-taker’s k th domain ability.
The accuracy of the three domain abilities estimation of the MLE and MAP estimator
had shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively.

Figure 12. The accuracy of domain abilities estimation of the MLE estimator
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Figure 13. The accuracy of domain abilities estimation of the MAP estimator

Figure 14. Overall ability estimation comparison between the MLE and
MAP estimator: (a) MLE; (b) MAP
4.2.2. Criterion of overall ability evaluation. The RMSE of the overall ability evaluation
criterion is described below in Equation (35):
r
2
1 XN 
RMSE(H) =
θ̂i − θi
(35)
i=1
N
where θi represents the i test-taker’s overall ability, θ̂i represents the estimation of this
particular test-taker’s overall ability, and N is the total numbers of test-takers.
The accuracy of the ability estimation for overall ability comparison between the MLE
and MAP estimator had shown in Figure 14.
The efficiency of the item selection procedure evaluation for the MAP estimator had
shown in Figure 15.
5. Discussion and Conclusions. The Fitness comparison for the testing structure, the
AIC, BIC and DIC statistics of H3PLM (47334, 67400 and 121319, respectively) were
smaller compared with those of M3PLM (48123, 68188 and 123147, respectively). These
empirical data fits well with the one factor within-item HOIRT structure compared to
the within-item MIRT structure. In addition, according to Table 1, the three domain
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Figure 15. Item selection procedure evaluation for the MAP estimator
abilities of reading ability in Chinese are correlated. According to Table 2, the latent
coefficients when regressing the linguistic, sociolinguistic and pragmatic ability on the
overall ability are relative high. These results provides further evidence in relative to
other researches via CFA method on dichotomous data analysis that CLA in Chinese is
multi-componential and consists of a general higher-order factor. The application of the
one factor within-item HO-IRT structure is suitable to adopt in the HCAT system.
The procedures to estimate ability and select items in the HCAT system are much
more complex. For example, by comparing the traditional paper-and-pencil test or computerized test with the HCAT system on ability estimation and item selection procedure,
the HCAT system needs to continuously calibrate test-takers’ ability from their current
response and select the next item that is able to maximize item information, which is
indicated in Equation (33). The standard error of estimation is equivalent to the reciprocal of the square root of the amount of item information; the larger the item information
calibrated, the smaller the standard error of estimation. According to Equation (33), the
item selection procedure of the MAP estimator comprises three components: an inverse of
variance-and-covariance matrix and two item information matrices. Therefore, if the next
item selected for the test-taker to respond to is still accounted for by the same category as
the previously-administrated item, then the mechanism of maximized Equation (33) will
be violated. In addition, this study adopted empirical data and multidimensional item
parameters to conduct a simulated study of the HCAT system, which was developed and
implemented based on one factor within-item HO-IRT structure. According to Figure 15,
the RMSE values of the MAP estimator for the three domain abilities were similar, and
they were all smaller than the RMSE value of overall ability when the test-taker had
completed and responded to 34 items. The results indicate that the estimation errors
in the domain abilities were accumulated and contributed to the overall ability, and this
verified the appropriateness of applying this item selection procedure in the HCAT system. Therefore, the efficiency of the mathematical formula derivation undertook for item
selection procedure is able to ensure.
Regards to the comparison (Figures 12 and 13) on the accuracy of the domain ability
estimation of the MLE and MAP estimators in the HCAT system, the RMSE curves of
the MLE and MAP estimators were both decreased when the numbers of items administered to the test-takers were progressively increased. This result indicated that both the
MLE and MAP estimators were able to accurately calibrate the test-takers’ three domain
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abilities. However, the ability estimation of the MAP estimator was more accurate than
that of the MLE estimator, and this was because the curves of the MAP estimator were
smoother and descended steadily compared with those of the MLE estimator. Secondly,
in terms of comparing the efficiency of the item selection procedure of the MLE and MAP
estimators in the HCAT system, according to Figures 14(a) and 14(b), the results on the
accuracy of the overall ability estimation indicated that the MAP estimator was more
accurately than the MLE estimator. This was because the RMSE value of overall ability
was below 0.04 as soon as the test-takers had responded to 10 of the administered items
to which the MAP estimator was applied to the HCAT system. However, when the MLE
estimator was applied in the HCAT system, the RMSE value was inconsistent with the
numbers of items responded to and more items were required to be completed in order
to reach a RMSE below 0.04. Thus, the HCAT system adopted the MAP estimator
administered about one-third of the total items than it adopted the MLE estimator. In
addition, the application of the MAP estimator enables as more accurately calibrating
test-takers’ three domain abilities and reading ability in Chinese.
The developed the HCAT system enables the test-taker to participate 10 of 43 items,
while their three domain abilities can be measured and their overall ability can be directly
reported. This makes the HCAT system very handy and practical. First of all, the test
administration time and costs can be reduced. Secondly, the results make CPT a multifunctional and practical test. For example, the linguistic, sociolinguistic and pragmatic
ability estimated from the HCAT system can be used as a formative assessment for diagnostic purposes, and the overall ability can be provided the overall level of performance
for a summative assessment.
This study has succeeded in making four major contributions. Firstly, the HCAT system
is the first computerized adaptive test system originally developed for the CPT. Secondly,
the application of one factor within-item HO-IRT structure enables the item selection
procedure for selecting the next item for the test-taker to respond to is simultaneously
based on the test-taker’s three domain abilities, while some of the items are accounted
for by two or more abilities. Thirdly, the application of the MAP estimator enables the
test-takers to respond to fewer items as well as their abilities can be accurately calibrated.
Last, but not least, the HCAT system is able to directly reduce the test administration
costs compared with either the current traditional paper-and-pencil or computer-based
CPTs.
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